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Abstract—Numerous topology control algorithms for wireless
sensor networks exist. Typically, these algorithms optimize gen-
eral network metrics like the transmission range of sensors. Being
of general nature, they suit application-specific requirements
insufficiently; e.g., application-specific communication patterns
may favor links that the general algorithm will remove.

We suggest a new research focus called application-specific
topology control and propose a methodic approach for which we
provide a first exploration. First, application-specific communica-
tion patterns are expressed as overlay graphs. Then, application-
specific requirements are specified as constraints on this overlay.
Next follows the core of the method, geared toward deriving
application-specific topology control algorithms.

Applying the method to a data collection application with a
many-to-one communication pattern, we propose two topology
control algorithms. In a simulation study, we evaluate these
algorithms against the existing algorithm kTC and a shortest
path tree, showing that the method allows trading off general
network optimization against application-specific optimization.

Index Terms—topology control, WSN, application-specific

I. INTRODUCTION

Many topology control algorithms have been presented
during the last decade [1]. Today, topology control algorithms
are designed for all-to-all communication, thus, optimizing
general network metrics like the transmission range of the
nodes. However, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are appli-
cation oriented [2]. Most applications in WSNs follow specific
communication patterns, e.g., the many-to-one pattern with
all nodes sending data to a common base station. The corre-
sponding application-specific communication overlays are not
considered for topology control decisions in even the most
practical algorithms. Hence, application-specific communica-
tion links might be removed, leading to severe implications
for application performance.

Application-specific topology control has been identified as
future work already in 2008 by Wang [1]. Xing et al. [3]
propose the CTC algorithm, emphasizing that the required
level of topology quality in a WSN depends on the appli-
cation. CTC can be configured accordingly. However, CTC is
unaware of the specific communication patterns introduced by
different applications. The paper at hand is the first to explore
application-specific topology control in depth. We model the
application as an overlay graph to describe application-specific
communication patterns. Application requirements can then be
described as constraints on the overlay. Moreover, we propose
a generic method to derive application-specific topology con-
trol algorithms from conventional topology control algorithms.

As a case study, we focus on the prevalent data collection
application, which relies on the many-to-one communication
pattern. Applying the overlay model and the generic method,
we propose two application-specific topology control algo-
rithms based on the existing kTC [4] algorithm.

We conduct a simulative evaluation of these algorithms
against kTC and a shortest path tree as baseline. The evaluation
illustrates that our application-specific algorithms preserve
application-specific links and are still able to optimize the
network for general communication. Demonstrating the trade-
off between application-specific optimization and general opti-
mization, we show that our new algorithms can be configured
to control this trade-off as desired.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In wireless networks, all nodes typically send with maxi-
mum transmission power, reaching as many nodes as possible.
Employing topology control, each node reduces the number
of neighbors such that the resulting topology is still connected
and has beneficial properties. This edge reduction allows nodes
to reduce their transmission power, hence, saving energy.

Topology control is usually employed on the underlay only.
The underlay is an undirected graph GU = (V,EU ) in which
two nodes u, v ∈ V are connected by an edge (u, v) ∈ EU

if there is a physical link between them. An example of an
underlay is depicted in Fig. 1 by black solid lines.

A WSN is usually deployed to serve one application [2]. An
application induces an overlay GO = (V,EO), which reflects
the communication pattern of the application. An example of
an overlay is depicted in Fig. 1 by dashed lines.

The contribution of this paper builds upon the observation
that topology control increases distances on the overlay, thus,
affecting application performance. This can be observed in
Fig. 1, where four nodes (v1, v2, v3, v4) send data to a base
station (b). After execution of the kTC algorithm, which
removes two edges e1 and e2 from the graph, the hop count
to b increases for all nodes but for v3.

In order to provide good application performance, topology
control must ensure that the distance increase in the over-
lay is sufficiently small. Based on the underlay GU , each
overlay edge (u, v) ∈ EO has a distance weight denoted by
DM(GU , u, v), where M : EU → R is an overlay distance
metric, which assigns an application-specific routing weight to
underlay edges. DM(GU , u, v) is the minimum distance over
all paths between u and v in GU . For a path v1...vn, we define
the distance as the sum of the underlay edge weights.
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Fig. 1. Example topology with Euclidean edge weights.

Typically, the overlay distance metricM is defined based on
the application requirements. For example, applications relying
on strict delay constraints, like factory automation systems [5],
mainly use the number of hops between nodes to specify the
costs of routing paths. Other applications aim at high energy
efficiency. These applications specify the cost of each link
based on the associated energy consumption. For the sake of
simplicity, we use the Euclidean distance between two nodes
to specify the cost of the edge e ∈ EU , i.e., M(e) = ||e||.

III. APPLICATION-SPECIFIC TOPOLOGY CONTROL

This section presents our approach to application-specific
topology control. First, we provide a generic method. This
method is then applied to the many-to-one communication
pattern, which is found in most WSN applications.

We aim at achieving both sufficient general network per-
formance and good application performance. Therefore, we
suggest to execute a conventional topology control algorithm,
but define application constraints to limit the edge removal to
edges that are not specific to the application. The correspond-
ing method consists of three sequentially conducted phases:

Phase I: Edge marking. A conventional topology control
algorithm is executed. However, instead of removing edges
immediately, the edges are marked for further processing.

Phase II: Removal candidate edge selection. Based on the
set of marked edges, an edge selection strategy selects a subset
of removal candidate edges. This strategy considers graph
constraints, which reflect application-specific requirements.

Phase III: Edge removal. Only the removal candidate
edges are then removed from EU .

In the following, Em ⊆ EU and Er ⊆ Em denote the sets
of marked edges and removal candidate edges, respectively.

This is a generic method, hence, there is some degree of
freedom. First, a topology control algorithm has to be selected
for the execution in Phase I. Second, an edge selection strategy
needs to be specified. For the second aspect, we suggest to
model both the network and the application as graphs as done
in Section II. This allows for defining application-specific
constraints in an efficient way. These constraints can then be
used to develop the edge selection strategy.

For the rest of this paper, we will focus on the many-to-
one communication pattern. This communication pattern is
often used in WSN applications because sensor nodes typically
report collected data to a central base station. We will first
model the data collection application as an overlay and define
a corresponding application constraint. Afterwards, we will

select an algorithm for the execution in Phase I, and provide
two edge selection strategies to ensure this constraint.

We model the data collection application as follows.

Definition 1. For the data collection application, the overlay
is an undirected graph GO = (V,EO) in which all nodes
vi ∈ V \{b} are connected to the base station b by an overlay
edge ei ∈ EO.

An example of such an overlay is again depicted in Fig. 1.
As noted before, we preserve application-specific edges by

introducing constraints on the overlay. For the many-to-one
communication pattern, we specify the following constraint.

Constraint 1. Gold
U = (V,EU ) and Gnew

U = (V,EU \Er) are
the underlay graphs before and after the execution of topology
control, respectively. For a base station b ∈ V , an overlay
distance metric M and a stretch parameter a ∈ [1,∞[,

∀v ∈ V :
DM(Gnew

U , v, b)

DM(Gold
U , v, b)

≤ a.

A low overlay distance is assumed to indicate good ap-
plication performance. Constraint 1 specifies that the overlay
distance from each node to the base station must not increase
by more than a given stretch parameter a.

In order to mark edges in Phase I, we use kTC [4], a
state of the art topology control algorithm. kTC removes the
longest edge of each triangle in GU if it is at least k times
longer than the shortest edge in the triangle. We denote the
resulting underlay by GkTC. It is important to note that any
other topology control algorithm can be used to mark edges.

The challenging part of our proposed method is to provide
a suitable edge selection strategy. The main difficulty of edge
selection is the huge solution space: As the edge selection
strategy may output any subset Er ⊆ Em, there are in total
2|E

m| possible selections. Moreover, the removal decisions
for different edges are inter-dependent because a path on the
overlay typically employs multiple edges on the underlay. In
other words, the decision if a certain edge can be removed
without violating the overlay constraints typically depends on
whether other marked edges are removed as well.

There are two intuitive assumptions that can be made when
making the removal decision for an edge e ∈ Em. We
can either assume that the other marked edges Em \ e are
preserved, or we can assume that these edges are removed.
These assumptions reflect the core ideas of our two edge
selection algorithms, which are presented in the following.

A. l-kTC

The first edge selection strategy, local-kTC (l-kTC),
builds upon the assumption that none of the marked edges but
the investigated local one will be removed in Phase III. First,
the algorithm computes the overlay distance DM(GU , v, b)
from each node v ∈ V to the base station b. For each marked
edge, l-kTC temporarily removes the edge from the underlay.
Then, it updates the distances of the incident nodes to b and re-
adds the edge to the underlay. If the increase in distance for the
incident nodes is less than or equal to the stretch parameter a,
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(a) kTC (b) l-kTC (a = 1.0)

Fig. 2. kTC and l-kTC topologies. The base station b is marked red.

the edge becomes a removal candidate. The resulting underlay
after Phase III is denoted by Gl−kTC.

For example, executing l-kTC (a = 1.4) for the topology
shown in Fig. 1 would confirm the removal of both e1 and e2.

B. g-kTC

The second edge selection strategy, global-kTC
(g-kTC), differs from l-kTC regarding the assumption
being made about the removal decisions of other marked
edges. When g-kTC investigates the implications of the
removal of an edge e ∈ Em, it expects that globally all other
marked edges will be removed as well. First, just like l-kTC,
g-kTC computes the overlay distance from each node to
the base station. Then, the algorithm temporarily removes
all marked edges from the underlay. Next, g-kTC iterates
over all marked edges, recomputes the overlay distances for
the incident nodes and adds an edge to the set of removal
candidates only if the increase in overlay distance is less
than the stretch parameter a for both incident nodes. Finally,
the algorithm re-adds all marked edges to the underlay. The
resulting underlay after Phase III is denoted by Gg−kTC.

For example, executing g-kTC (a = 1.4) for the topology
shown in Fig. 1 would remove e2 and preserve e1.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

This section provides a theoretical analysis of the algorithms
introduced in Section III. A key result is that GkTC is a
subgraph of both Gl−kTC and Gg−kTC. This subgraph relation
has two important implications. First, as GkTC is connected [4],
Gl−kTC and Gg−kTC are connected. Second, each path that
exists in GkTC does also exist in Gl−kTC and Gg−kTC. Thus,
the distances between arbitrary nodes in Gl−kTC or Gg−kTC
are bounded by those in GkTC. Additionally, we can prove for
g-kTC by induction1 that Constraint 1 is fulfilled.

While l-kTC and g-kTC retain connectivity and symmetry
from kTC, it is also important to state that Gl−kTC and Gg−kTC
are neither degree-bounded nor planar, while GkTC is [4].
Moreover, in contrast to kTC [4], Gl−kTC and Gg−kTC are not
θ-separated, i.e., it cannot be shown that two logical neighbors
are separated by at least an angle of θ. This means, l-kTC
and g-kTC lose some of the theoretical properties provided
by kTC. However, we argue that the application specifies the

1The proof has been omitted due to space restrictions.
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Fig. 3. Length stretch factors (x-axis: stretch parameter a)

key requirements for topology control. If a theoretical property
is important for the application, this should be encoded into
the topology control constraints provided by the application.

V. EVALUATION

This section evaluates our approach to application-specific
topology control. We state three main hypotheses:

1) l-kTC and g-kTC promise better application perfor-
mance than kTC in terms of overlay distance between
the sensor nodes and the base station.

2) Building on the general algorithm kTC, l-kTC and
g-kTC still achieve good general network performance.

3) There exists a trade-off between general performance
and application-specific performance, which can be con-
trolled with the stretch parameter a.

In order to evaluate these hypotheses, we conducted a simu-
lation study, which is presented in the following.

A. Simulation Setup

We used an integrated simulation environment based on the
network simulator PeerfactSim.KOM [6] to generate topolo-
gies and the graph transformation tool eMoflon [7] to execute
topology control2. We simulated 500 nodes including one base
station. The nodes are placed uniformly at random onto a
squared plane with a side length of 10 units, and each node
has a maximum transmission range of 1 unit. Each simulation
setup was executed 200 times with different random seeds. All
results are given with 95% confidence intervals.

We compare l-kTC and g-kTC to kTC and the UDG. kTC
was always executed with k = 1.0. Additionally, we consider
the most intuitive application-specific topology, called BASE,
which is a shortest path tree rooted at the base station.

B. Hypothesis 1: Application Performance

In our case study, we focus on overlays with the many-
to-one communication pattern (cf. Definition 1). Thus, the
stretch factor for the overlay distance from the sensor nodes
to the base station is the most important metric to measure
the application performance. In the following, we denote the
stretch factor that reflects the maximum increase in distance
over all |V | − 1 sensor nodes to the base station by the term

2For more details about graph transformation and the corresponding model,
please refer to [8].
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base stretch factor. The base stretch factors for the different
topologies are given in Fig. 3a.
BASE reflects the application-specific optimum. Creating a

shortest path tree rooted at the base station, BASE has a base
stretch factor of 1. On the other hand, kTC is application-
agnostic, resulting in the removal of many edges (cf. Fig. 2a)
and a base stretch factor of slightly above 2. It must be ex-
pected that this increase in path length degrades the application
performance significantly compared to the UDG.
l-kTC and g-kTC build upon kTC but also consider

Constraint 1. Consequently, both algorithms promise better
application performance than kTC. For a small stretch param-
eter a, l-kTC and g-kTC achieve a stretch factor close to
1. Increasing a relaxes the overlay constraint, which leads to
the removal of more application-specific edges and, thus, to
an increase of the base stretch factor. Nevertheless, as GkTC

is a subgraph of Gl−kTC and Gg−kTC, their stretch factors
are bounded by the ones of kTC. Moreover, g-kTC even
guarantees that the base stretch factor is bounded by a.

C. Hypothesis 2: General Performance

For general network performance, it is crucial to provide
short paths for all-to-all communication. We measure the
general stretch factor, which gives the maximum increase in
path length between all |V |(|V |−1)/2 pairs of nodes. Fig. 3b
gives the general stretch factors of kTC, l-kTC and g-kTC.

As kTC strives for general network optimization, it also
provides a reasonable general stretch factor. BASE creates a
tree topology that is solely optimized for the data collection
application. Having a general stretch factor of 205.16, the re-
sulting topology is inappropriate for all-to-all communication.

Additionally, we notice that the general stretch factors of
l-kTC and g-kTC are slightly smaller than the ones of kTC.
The reason for this is that the preserved application-specific
edges may also be used for all-to-all communication.

A wireless node may shrink its transmission power such
that the node still reaches its farthest neighbor. The average
maximum transmission range gives the average Euclidean
distance from nodes to their farthest neighbor. A small value is
beneficial because the required transmission power increases
with distance. Also, small transmission power reduces network
contention. For these reasons, we consider transmission range
reduction to be the main target of topology control.

All topology control algorithms achieve significant trans-
mission range reductions (Fig. 4). For the initial UDG, the
average maximum transmission range is slightly above 0.96.
kTC reduces this value to about 0.46. This reflects a reduction
of more than 50% compared to the UDG. BASE achieves a
transmission range reduction of around 25%.

Recall that GkTC is a subgraph of Gl−kTC and Gg−kTC. There-
fore, g-kTC and l-kTC cannot outperform kTC in terms
of transmission range reduction. Fig. 2b demonstrates that
l-kTC preserves only those edges that point toward the base
station, creating an intuitive visual pattern. Consequently, even
for a small stretch parameter (a ≤ 1.1), the transmission range
reduction is very close to the one of kTC. This is unfortunately
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Fig. 4. Average maximum transmission range (x-axis: stretch parameter a)

not the case for g-kTC, which requires strong relaxation of
Constraint 1 for high transmission range reduction.

D. Hypothesis 3: Trade-off

kTC and BASE are the extreme cases that focus solely
on general network performance and application performance,
respectively. Consequently, neither kTC nor BASE perform
well for both. It becomes evident that application-specific per-
formance and general performance are competing optimization
goals: They constitute a trade-off. l-kTC and g-kTC aim
at balancing this trade-off. As both algorithms build upon a
conventional algorithm but consider application constraints,
l-kTC and g-kTC are able to optimize the application
without making all-to-all communication infeasible.

For l-kTC and g-kTC, the stretch parameter a adjusts the
aggressiveness. Low aggressiveness leads to an application-
specific topology, whereas high aggressiveness improves gen-
eral network performance. Consequently, we are able to con-
trol the trade-off above as desired.

In summary, we explored application-specific topology con-
trol. As the evaluation showed, this is possible with a trade-off
between application-specific and general performance.
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